
Chasing my Y-DNA part 34
It should be noted it is felt that some are may be having some difficulty interpreting, the 
Y-DNA approched which is being used;

Connection From a Time Before Surnames
The main place that you will see matches with many different  
surnames is the Y-DNA12 Marker Matches section. The time to a  
common ancestor for these matches may extend beyond 
genealogical records and the adoption of surnames.

Extend beyond genealogical records means basically; pre-surname.

This pre-name location would be from about eight hundred years 
ago in England.



Hugh Cave 
9/1/12

Dear Mark,
 
Thank you for making contact.  YDNA12 is only an indication of possible common links.  I have  
problems with this list of names, I do not recognise some of them!  I will have to work through my 
project members to see which ones.
 
My project works on YDNA37 where I can get a better idea of relationships.
 
Within my project I have several “unique” groups.  With the results I get these groups are not related.  
The core “group” within the project are from the area of North and South Cave in South Yorkshire. 
Hence the name.  There is a major problem with that area.  In 1068 William the Conqueror ravaged 
South Yorkshire to put down a rebellion.  Those he did not slaughter were taken off as slaves.  He then  
repopulated the area with his own people who could have been from anywhere.  On top of this we have 
the problem that surnames did not start to be used until people started to migrate outside of the area.  
This occurred late 12th Century.
 
The Cave Family, in the main, were Lawyers, Churchmen, Knights etc.  Hence we have Alexander de 
Cave et al.  Question – “ who are you, where do you come from”?  Answer – “I am from North, or  
South Cave”.  Hence “de Cave” – of Cave.  At the same time members of the same family could be  
Tiler’s, Thatcher’s, Fletcher’s, Smith, and so on.  This became their surname.  Yes, there will be many  
DNA results that indicate, at YDNA12 a relationship to Cave.  The other is that  Cave may have  
impregnated a female of another named family.  “The cuckoo in the nest”.  The later this happened, the  
closer will be the DNA results.
 
At least, this is my explanation for it all.
 
There is an established genealogy of the “Cave-Browne-Cave” family.  One “Cave” member has had  
the College of Arms prove his genealogical links to this family.  Their YDNA37 results are so far apart  
it is not funny!  The “core” group in the project are also genealogically linked to these two but, the  
YDNA37 results are very different.  Some female member of a Cave family has “played away from 
home”.  Explain this away to the Cave who has documentary evidence that goes back as far as 1232!!
 
I will contact you again when I have had time to check through the project list.
 
Best wishes,
 
Hugh Cave,
Chairman Cave Family History Society
Administrator Cave FHS DNA Project



12Marker matches pre-surname; Cave

Giving 21 matches at a geographic location of Cave, East Riding Yorkshire.



12Marker matches pre-surname; Gresham/Grisham/Grissom

Giving 9 matches at a geographic location of Gresham, Norfolk. 

12Marker matches pre-surname; Scarborough

Giving 4 matches at a geographic location of Scarborough, North Yorkshire.

It should be noted that the Dennis surname had 10 
matches, but no corresponding geographic location.

Am utilizing the names which have corresponding location to 
find the location of Elwald then name found with the Robert 



of Redheugh family in the Liddesdale region in 1480.

It is not a random distribution when goiing 
from N-S, Scarborough @4, Cave @20 (now 
21) and, Gresham @ 9, with the max in the 
centre. 







The above surname map shows the two different origins of 
Elliot. The ones referred to as the Brenton Elliot were the first 
to form the surname. The Elwald ca1540 to Ellot ca 1650 (by 
above) to Elliot. 

In Northfolk there was a “Church of St Elwold”
There could have been an Elwald to Elwold.
From Elwold to Elwould to Ellwood.

Note;
the wald in Elwald is Nordic-German for forest, but forest of 
the UK are not as large as the German ones;
the wood in English; Ellwood means wood/woods
the lot in Scottish; Ellot means a part of a forest stead (owned 
forest).



In the above for the R1b1a2a1a1a, can see a likely migration 
from darkest red from Germany/Scandinavia to England.



This is a close match to my own with a different surname to 
Elliott, which has a Y-DNA Haplogroup R1b1a2a1a1 as 
mapped above.



Family tree Y-DNA does not shows matches in Germany on 
in France but almost in Germany.

Though the forenames used by the family are Norman which 
conquered the Anglo-Saxon. These forenames which 
migrated to England are William, John, and Robert. 

The surname Elwald is a Christain (after the reformation 
referred to as Catholic), Anglo-Saxon surname. In the Abbey 
of Hexam just south of the Scotland border bones of St 
Elwald are said to be buried.



Above is contain the work of a number of great experts, on DNA, 
Elliot Clan,  R1b1a2a1a1 distribution,  Viking migration, and this is 
the level of expertise and beyond which is utilized analytically, with 
number crunching and mapping, to integrate and overlay information 
that in many ways achieves concurring concurrent thoughts and 
ideas.

By the use of multiple integration the above information supersedes 
that of any single specialized individual in a single area of; history, 
genealogy, data crunching,  surname distribution, linguistic analysis, 
DNA, or computer research, or mathematical modeling expert.



Thomas Elwald (son of William) a farmer for a manor in 
Cottingham, a location near Cave. 

It is felt that the Cave and Stuteville were early Norman land 
holders; it is felt that a lot Elwald were  Anglo-Saxon farmers on 
Stuteville land in Cottingham, and the on the Liddel. When the land 
of the Liddel became Douglas land that is when the land that some 
of the land the Elwald were on became Scotland.





The Stuteville had land on the Liddel (Liddesdale), and Nicholforest 
named after Nicholas Stuteville. Stutville land of Liddel ends up in 
the hands of the Douglas, which give the land to Robert Elwald of 
Redheugh.

Mark Elliott                                                        1/16/2013


